Domain adaptation is a time consuming and costly procedure calling for the development of algorithms and tools to facilitate its automation. This paper presents an unsupervised algorithm able to learn the main concepts in event summaries. The method takes as input a set of domain summaries annotated with shallow linguistic information and produces a domain template. We demonstrate the viability of the method by applying it to three different domains and two languages. We have evaluated the generated templates against human templates obtaining encouraging results.
Introduction
Our research is concerned with the development of techniques for knowledge induction in the field of text summarization. Our goal is to automatically induce the necessary knowledge for the generation of concise event summaries such as the one shown in Figure 1 . This kind of summaries, which can be found on the Web and in text collections, contain key information of the events they describe. Previous work in the area of text summarization (DeJong, 1982; Oakes and Paice, 2001; Saggion and Lapalme, 2002) addressed the problem of generating this type of concise summaries from texts, relying on information extraction and text generation techniques. These approaches were difficult to port to new domains and languages because of the efforts needed for modelling the underlying event template structure. In this paper we propose a method for learning the main concepts in domain summaries in an unsupervised iterative procedure. The proposed algorithm takes a set of unannotated summaries in a given domain and produces auto-annotated summaries which can be used for training information extraction and text generation systems. Domain adaptation is essential for text summarization and information extraction, and the last two decades have seen a plethora of methods for supervised, semisupervised, and unsupervised learning from texts.
2001 August 24: Air Transat Flight 236 runs out of fuel over the Atlantic Ocean and makes an emergency landing in the Azores. Upon landing some of the tires blow out, causing a fire that is extinguished by emergency personnel on the ground. None of the 304 people on board the Airbus A330-200 were seriously injured. For example, in (Li et al., 2010) clustering is applied to generate templates for specific entity types (actors, companies, etc.) and patterns are automatically produced that describe the information in the templates. In (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2009 ) narrative schemas are induced from corpora using coreference relations between participants in texts. Transformation-based learning is used in (Saggion, 2011) to induce templates and rules for non-extractive summary generation. Paraphrase templates containing concepts and typical strings were induced from comparable sentences in (Barzilay and Lee, 2003) using multisentence alignment to discover "variable" and fixed structures. Linguistic patterns were applied to huge amounts of non-annotated pre-classified texts in (Riloff, 1996) to bootstrap information extraction patterns. Similarly, semi-supervised or unsupervised methods have been used to learn question/answering patterns (Ravichandran and Hovy, 2002) or text schemas (Bunescu and Mooney, 2007) . One current paradigm to learn from raw data is open information extraction (Downey et al., 2004; Banko, 2009) , which without any prior knowledge aims at discovering all possible relations between pairs of entities occurring in text. Our work tries to learn the main concepts making up the template structure in domain summaries, similar to (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2011) . However, we do not rely on any source of external knowledge (i.e. WordNet) to do so. This paper presents an iterative-learning algorithm which is able to identify the key components of event summaries. We will show that the algorithm can induce template-like representations in various domains and languages. The rest of the paper is organized in the following way: In Section 2 we introduce the dataset we are using for our experiments and describe how we have prepated it for experimentation. Then, in Section 3 we provide an overview of our concept induction learnig algorithm while in Section 4 we explain how we have instantiated the algorithm for the experiments presented in this paper. Section 5 describe the experiments and results obtained and Section 6 discusses our approach comparing it with past research. Finally, in Section 7 we close the paper with conclusions and future work.
Data and Data Preparation
The dataset used for this study -part of the CON-CISUS corpus (Saggion and Szasz, 2012 ) -consists of a set of 250 summaries in Spanish and English for three different domains: aviation accidents, rail accidents, and earthquakes. This dataset makes it possible to compare the performance of learning procedures across languages and domains. Based on commonsense, a human annotator developed an annotation schema per domain to describe in a templatelike representation the essential elements (i.e., slots) of each event. For example, for the aviation accident domain these essential elements were: the date of the accident, the number of victims, the airline, the aircraft, the location of the accident, the flight number, the origin and destination of the flight, etc. The dataset was then annotated following the schema using the GATE annotation tool. The human annotations are used for evaluation of the concept discovery algorithm. Each document in the dataset was automatically annotated using tools for each language. We relied on basic processing steps to identify sentences, words and word-roots, parts of speech, nounchunks, and named entities using the GATE system for English (Maynard et al., 2002) and TreeTagger for Spanish (Schmid, 1995) . The method is designed to learn the conceptual information in the summaries by extension (i.e., the set of strings that make up the concept in a given corpus) and by intension (i.e., an algorithm able to recognise the concept members in new documents in the domain) (Buitelaar and Magnini, 2005) . Concept extensions identified by our method in the English summaries in the aviation domain are listed in Table 3 . Each summary in the corpus can be seen as a sequence of strings and chunks as shown in Figure 1 (named entities and noun chunks are shown in boldface and they may overlap). The procedure to learn a concept in the corpus of summaries is given in pseudocode in Algorithm 2 which is repeatedly invoked by a main algorithm to learn all concepts (Algorithm 1).
The idea of the algorithm is rather simple, at each iteration a document is selected for learning, and from this document a single chunk (i.e., a noun chunk or a named entity) available for learning is selected as a seed example of a hypothetical concept (the concept is given a unique name at each itera- tion). The document is annotated with this seed as a target concept and a classifier is trained using this document. The trained classifier is then applied to the rest of the documents to identify instances of the hypothetical concept. If the classifier is unsuccessful in identifying new instances, then the chunk used in the current iteration is discarded from the learning process, but if the classifier is successful and able to identify instances of the hypothetical concept, then the "best" annotated document is selected and added to the training set. The classifier is re-trained using the new added document and the process is repeated until no more instances can be identified. A hypothetical concept is kept only if there is enough support for it across the set of documents. The main procedure calls the basic algorithms a number of times while there are concepts to be learnt (or all chunks have been used). The stopping criteria is the number of concepts which could possibly be learnt, an estimation of which is the average number of chunks in a document.
Algorithm Instantiation
Experiments were carried out per domain and language to assess the suitability of the algorithm to the conceptual learning task. A number of points in Algorithm 2 need clarification: the selection of a document in line 4 of the algorithm can be carried out using different informed procedures; for the experiments described here we decided to select the document with more available hypotheses, i.e., the document with more chunks. For the selection of a (Li et al., 2004) . The features we use for representing the instance to be learnt are very superficial for these experiments: lemmas, parts-of-speech tags, orthography, and named entity types of the words surrounding the target concept to be learnt. The SVMs provide as output a class together with a probability which is essential to our method. We use this probability for selecting the best document in line 13 of the algorithm: the instance predicted with the highest probability is located and the document where this instance occurs is returned as "best document". In case no instances are learned (e.g., else in line 17), the iteration ends returning the extension learnt so far. Concerning Algorithm 1: in line 5 (the while) we use as stopping criteria for the maximum number of concepts to learn the average number of chunks in the corpus. In line 7, the FILTER CONCEPT function evaluates the concept, keeping it only if two criteria are met: (i) there are not "too many" repetitions of a string in the discovered concept and (ii) the discovered concept covers a reasonable number of documents. With criteria (i) we filter out a concept which contains repeated strings: a concept could be formed simply by grouping together all repeated phrases in the set of documents (i.e. "the earthquake" or "the accident" or "the plane"). While these phrases could be relevant in the target domain they do not constitute a key concept in our interpretation. Strings which are repeated in the concept extension are more like the "backbone structure" of the summaries in the domain. In our experiments both criteria are experimental variables and we vary them from 10% to 100% at 20% intervals. In Section 5 we will present results for the best configurations.
Experiments and Results
In order to evaluate the discovered concepts we have treated learning as information extraction. In order to evaluate them in this context we first need to map each learnt concept onto one of the human concepts. The mapping, which is based on the concept extension, is straightforward: a discovered concept is mapped onto the human concept with which it has a majority of string matches. Note that we match the discovered text offsets in the analysed documents and not only the identified strings. In order to evaluate the matching procedure we have used precision, recall, and f-score measures comparing the automatic concept with the human concept. Note that we use a lenient procedure -counting as correct strings those with a partial match. This is justified since discovering the exact boundaries of a concept instance is a very difficult task. Table 2 shows some examples of the human annotated instances and related discovered one. It can be appreciated that the learnt concepts have a reasonable match degree with the human annotated ones. Table 3 gives information extraction results per domain and language for the best configuration of the algorithm. The best scores are generally obtained when coverage is set to 10% of the number of summaries, except for the learning of conceptual information in Spanish for the earthquake domain where the system performs better for 10% summary coverage. The parameter controlling string repetition in the concept extension should be kept small. The obtained results are quite satisfactory consider- ing the small dataset and the limited use of linguistic resources during learning. These results compare favorably to cross-validation results obtained using supervised machine learning techniques (Saggion and Szasz, 2011) . Learning from the earthquake domain appears to be more challenging given the more verbose characteristics of these texts. Even though space restricions prevent us from showing all evaluation results, in Table 4 we present detailed results for the two domains and languages. Note that the concepts listed constitute the slots of the induced domain template.
Discussion
Similar to active learning information extraction techniques (Ciravegna and Wilks, 2003) , the concept discovery algorithm presented here is inspired by techniques like learning by reading, where unfamiliar expressions in one document can be "explained" by association to expressions in similar document contexts. However, and unlike active learning, human intervention is unnecessary in our approach. Although the algorithm achieves reasonably lenient performance, strict (hard) evaluation indicates that in each experimental condition performance drops when a strict match is required. This is expected given the difficulty of finding the right instance boundaries based only on automatic chunking information. For this reason, we intend to carry out additional experiments based on richer domain independent features from a syntactic parser. We have identified a number of reasons why some concept instances can not be correctly associated with their concepts. In the aviation domain, for example, numeric expressions constitute the extensions of different concepts including: number of victims, crew members, and number of survivors; it is a rather common feature in the aviation domain to include these different concepts together in one sentence, making their "separation" complicated. Same explanations apply to other tested domains: for example locations playing the role of origin and destination of a given train or airplace are also sometimes confused. Our work demonstrates the possibility of learning conceptual information in several domains and languages, while previous work (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2011) has addressed sets of related domains (e.g., MUC-4 templates) in English. Learning full conceptualizations from raw data is a daunting and difficult enterprise (Biemann, 2005) . Here, we provide a short-cut by proposing a method able to learn the essential concepts of a domain by relying on summaries which are freely available on the Web. Our method is able to produce conceptualizations from a few documents in each domain and language unlike recent open domain information extraction which requires massive amount of texts for relation learning (Banko, 2009 ). Our algorithm has a reasonable computational complexity, unlike alignment-based or clustering-based approaches (Barzilay and Lee, 2003) , which are computationally expensive.
Conclusions and Outlook
Domain adaptation is a time consuming and costly procedure calling for the development of algorithms and tools to facilitate its automation. In this paper we have presented a novel algorithm for learning information content in event summaries. The approach is fully unsupervised and based on the application of an iterative algorithm which grows a concept extension step-by-step. We have also proposed an instantiation of the algorithm and demonstrated its applicability to learning conceptual information in three different domains and two languages. We have obtained encouraging results, with the procedure able to model the main conceptual information in the summaries with lenient F-scores ranging from 0.25 to 0.66 F-scores depending on the language and domain. There are, however, a number of avenues that should be further explored such as the use of a richer document representation based on syntactic information and the development of additional procedures to improve instance boundary recognition.
